WWT’s Patch Management Assessment evaluates and improves your organization’s ability to fix bugs and other vulnerabilities.

No matter how the threat landscape evolves, one thing remains constant: the need to apply security patches to systems and devices that process and store an organization’s data. As technologies like the Internet of Things proliferate, organizations must prepare for corresponding increases in their exposure to vulnerabilities. This is particularly true for businesses who leverage multicloud or hybrid cloud environments in addition to traditional data centers.

**OBJECTIVE**

A Patch Management Assessment from WWT will evaluate your organization’s efficacy in fixing security vulnerabilities in a cost-effective manner. Our Security Practice experts assess your patch-relevant teams, processes and technologies in a workshop setting. Our goals include helping you reduce the cost of patching through enhanced visibility and enabling more risk-informed decision making.

During review of your patch management process, our experts will complete the following tasks:

- Gap analysis of patch management-relevant people, processes and patching tools
- Root cause analysis of patch failures for selected problem servers and patches
- Rationalization of patching tools (e.g., overlaps, gaps) and product/technology recommendations
- Evaluation of patch-relevant teams’ alignment with industry roles and responsibilities (RACI)
- Identification of patching key performance indicators (KPIs)

**BENEFITS**

Our Security experts will look to identify gaps in the people, processes and technologies used in your current patching process. Identified gaps are used to develop short- and long-term roadmaps to mature your patch process. Through WWT’s assessment, your organization should ultimately realize cost savings from a more streamlined and efficient patch process that improves your security posture.

**DELIVERABLES**

WWT provides a workshop debrief package containing a summary of desired business outcomes, current state status and challenges, plus expert recommendations on next steps.